LANDSCAPE FABRICS
Poly Tarp
Cover your landscape and nursery needs with a breathable tarp. Breathable
tarps keep your plants cool during transportation and prevent windburn
damage. A lightweight tarp made from heavy-duty polypropylene with a tan
coloring. Large #4 brass grommets every three feet and a 2¾” reinforced
edge lend added strength and durability when tying down, preventing
aerodynamics from affecting the tarp drastically. Tarp is suitable for light- to
medium-duty applications.
ITEM #
DESCRIPTION
DWPOLYTAR
10’ x 12.6’ Poly Tarp
DWPOLYT12
12.5’ x 20’ Poly Tarp
Custom Tarps
Our tough truck tarps are easier to handle which means you spend less time taping
and undraping your load. One person can easily handle these lightweight woven
polypropylene tarps, which are up to three times lighter than traditional mesh or
woven coated covers. Our tarps are made of a super tough, UV stabilized fabric,
which resists rips and frays preventing small punctures from becoming larger.
Durable, double stitching and brass grommets reinforce all of the tarp’s edges. We
can custom make to fit almost any size to fit your truck or trailer bed. Standard
widths are 6’, 10’, and 12’. Any size tarp can be custom made, but by keeping
widths in multiples of standard widths can save some money.
Contact caSSco for more details.

Miscellaneous Landscaping Supplies
Bungie Straps
Black rubber bungee cords are great
for strapping down tools, gear, land
fabrics, or any other of the hundreds
of uses that these utility straps are
capable of. 1” thick rounded edges
with 2” S hooks secure almost any
load. Available in 15”, 21”, and 36”
lengths. Sold individually and in black color.
ITEM #
LENGTH
CRSTRP15
15”
CRSTRP21
21”
CRSTRP31
31”

Marking Paint
This water based marking paint come in 17
oz inverted spray cans. The high solids
formula provides bright, bold, visible
markings that are fast drying and adhere to
almost any surface. The convenient spray
through cap and no-clog spray tip combines
with the water-based formula to make semi
permanent lines that are easily removed.
ITEM #
COLOR
CRPAINTW
White
CRPAINTR
Red
CRPAINTO
Orange

Utility Tie Downs
A high-strength strapping made from poly with rustproof cam buckles. Sizes are
color coded for easy size detection. Ideal for securing loads with a 600 lb capacity.
Available in assorted sizes. Call for size availability.
Wire Stake Marking Flags
A 2½” x 3½” plastic flag attached to a 15” wire stake that is great for temporary marking
of water lines and irrigation markers. Available in blue, yellow, orange, green, or red
colors and come in 100 flags per bundle.
ITEM #
FLAG15

